
   2 JD Home Learning Week Beginning 30/03/20 

Please find below a timetable of suggested ideas for this week which 

mirrors as far as possible our usual class timetable.  Remember it is 

only a suggestion!  As time is going on there are a variety of online 

providers setting up free access for home learning.  I know that 

many of you have been enjoying joining in with the daily PE sessions 

with Joe Wicks.  I will continue to update this page with information 

for our class but please look regularly at all the ideas on our school 

website and specific subject areas.  This week there are new ideas 

being uploaded specific to RE and Humanities.  Thanks to the 

positive response from many of you I will continue to email 

recordings of chapters of our class reading book Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory.  Feel free to share photographs via email of your 

home learning adventures.   

Judith 

jdonachey@beverleyschool.org.uk   

 

 

Monday  

English: 2 worksheets from the pack or 20 mins session on Lexia plus  

English workstation activities. 

Maths:  2 worksheets from the pack or 20 mins session on 

RMEasimaths plus Maths workstation activities. 

RE:  Easter 1 Activity on RE page – video and questions 

Yoga:  Cosmic Kids Yoga session  
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Tuesday: 

Art:  Continue the home learning tasks in the pack sent home by 

Rebecca. 

PE:  Try to complete one of the activity ideas sent home by Martin 

or take part in the Joe Wicks PE lesson.  

Tuesday Star Challenge Afternoon:   

My challenge for you this afternoon is to create a treasure hunt in 

your house or garden 

 

Wednesday: 

ICT:  Spend time practicing the skills you have been learning with 

Steve. 

Café:  Set up a café in the kitchen.  Put prices on drinks and snacks 

and practice using your money maths skills. 

Maths:  2 worksheets or 20 mins on RMEasimaths plus Maths 

workstation activities. 

English:  2 worksheets or 20 mins on Lexia plus English workstation 

activities. 

Topic:  Create as many acrostic poems with words related to Easter 

as you can.  For example:  E is for eating lots of chocolate, G is for 

good times, G is for going on an egg hunt.  Or make a list of food or 

objects in your house that begin with the letters.  For example:  E is 

for egg, G is for green beans, G is for gravy.  

 

 

 



 

Thursday: 

Food Tech:  There are a variety of recipes in your home learning 

pack for you to try at home. 

English:  2 worksheets or 20 mins on Lexia plus English Workstation 

activities. 

Science:  Try to complete the STEM challenges in your home 

learning pack. 

 

Friday: 

Music:  Complete a piece of work set by Neil from the home learning 

pack. Or you could check out the music lessons online with Myleene 

Klass  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQh2wgJ5tOrixYBn6jFXsXQ 

 

D&T:  Remember to begin your pumpkin project set by Debs 

 

Have fun with your home learning adventures 
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